
LOW CALORIE 
GROUP: 
Professionally managed 
reduced-calorie weight 
loss diet. As expected, the 
dogs in this group lost 
weight, body fat and 
improved their BCS.

HOW DOES 
SLIM PAWS WORK?
Leucine acts on Sirt 1, a key enzyme 
activated by fasting. Slim Paws creates 
e�ects similar to fasting but without 
the di�culties, or depriving your dog 
of essential nutrients. Taking Slim Paws 
twice a day will help dogs lose fat and 
build new lean muscle. 

The Fat Fighter Blend in Slim Paws is a patented 
combination of precise amounts of Leucine and Vitamin 
B6. This unique formula produces weight loss equal to 
cutting calories in dogs. In a controlled clinical study 
conducted by the University of Tennessee College of 
Veterinary Medicine, obese dogs were divided into three 
diet groups for 12 weeks:

WHAT IS THE CLINICAL EVIDENCE SLIM PAWS WORKS?

CONTROL GROUP: 
Standard dog food plus 
an inactive supplement 
(placebo). Did not show 
any significant changes in 
body weight, body fat, or 
body condition score. 

BODY
CONDITIONING

SCORE
1 2 3-4 5 6-7 8 9

IDEAL
WEIGHTTOO THIN OVERWEIGHT OBESETHIN

Can you 
feel dog’s
ribs?

Is there a 
defined 
waist?

Excess fat 
beneath 
the skin?

Muscle mass 
present?

A healthy BCS means that your dog is not too skinny 
or too fat. BCS is an important measurement of a dog’s health. 
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HOW DOES IT WORK? 

WEIGHT CHANGE % WEIGHT LOSS % BODY FAT
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Average Weight of Dog: 36 lbs
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SlimPaws 
Weight Loss Chews

Fat Cells 
Shrink

Release Fat
Transfer to Muscle

Transfer of calories from storage in 
fat to burning in muscle, 

supporting weight loss in dogs

Increase Fat Burning
Increase Muscle Protein

Muscle Cells 
Grow

Results show that by following these two simple 
steps you will help your dog live a healthier, 
longer life.

SUPPLEMENTS
Two Slim Paws Weight Loss Chews daily  

ACTIVITY
Keep your dog moving every day.

BLEND

FAT
FIGHTER

SLIMPAWS.COM

SLIM PAWS GROUP: 
Standard dog food plus the Fat Fighter 
Blend found in Slim Paws. The dogs in 
this group showed improvements in body 
weight, fat and BCS, Body Conditioning Score, 
But importantly, these dogs achieved these 
improvements without any calorie restrictions. 
They lost 21.6% of their body weight. The majority 
of the weight loss was body fat (6.8 pounds). The 
Fat Fighter Blend inside lowered their body fat 12 
percentage points from 42.9% to 30.8%.

Slim Paws Weight Loss Soft 

Chews feature a patented 

Fat Fighter Blend® to help 

regulate energy and fat 

metabolism. It has been 

clinically proven to safely 

produce weight loss in dogs.

WHAT IS SLIM PAWS?

™

Weight
manage-

ment

Less fat
build-up

Promote
lean muscle

mass

Improve
glucose

sensitivity

Improve
metabolism

Better fat
burning

Q.
A. Continue using Slim Paws daily to maintain 

dog's weight. Slim Paws stops conversion of  
food to fat helping keep your dog lean and fit.

What to do once dog 
reaches ideal weight?


